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ABSTRACT

The use of modified predicate transition nets for the modeling of
computer communication protocols is investigated in this paper. The
lower three layers of the OS! architecture are of primary concern. On the
Network Layer (Layer 3), fragmentation and reassembly, routing, store
and forward buffering and congestion control mechanisms are treared.
The Data-Link Layer (Layer 2) leads to window-flow control, time-out
retransmission and transmission error recovery models. These mechan
isms may repeatedly dealt with in the different layers of the computer
communication architecture.

Non-prime transitions can be embedded into the modified predicate
transition ners hence a top-down modeling is possible. The present paper
uses a hierarchical modeling approach to describe complex communica
tion mechanisms in tenns of simpler constructs. Models developed using
the modified predicate transition nelS can be automatically translated into
simulation programs. The paper presents the translation of a computer
communication model into a program, using a process oriented simulation
language, ASPOL.

1. Introduction

The Open-Systems Interconnection (OS!) reference model [l] is a framework for
defining standards for interconnection of heterogeneous computers. II panitions the com
puter communication functions into a vertical set of seven layers. Each layer provides
services to the next higher layer, and relies on the next lower layer to perfanTI more prim
itive functions. Layer n on one host carries on a conversation with layer n on another
host The rule and conventions used in this conversation are collectively known as a
(peer-tD-peer) protocol.

For computing systems and especially for systems of the complexiry of a computer
network, modeling is essential during system design, implementation and throughout the
entire system life. In connection with computer communication protocol design,

a On leave from SL:n.c Planning (;Qmmillee, Beijing, China
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modeling is necessary in order [0 predict the feasibility and the performance of the protO
cols.

Simulation can be used to evaluate the model of a system after the model has been
mapped into a computer program which describes the interesting behavior of the system.
A simulation model of a computer communication architecture emphasizes a sufficiently
precise representation of protocols and protocol hierarchies.

Some directions in the communication protocol research are:

Formal protOcol specification and validation. The objective is to prove proto
col correcmess, to avoid inconsistencies and system deadlocks [2-7].

PrOtocol perfonnance evaluation. Relevant perfonnance characteristics are the
delay of data within a layer as a function of the different values of the layer
parameters, the utilization of computer ne[v..-ork elements as a function of the
network load. etc. An imponant objective of the performance evaluation is to

provide information for the optimal strucruring of a communication architec
ture as well as implementation guidelines for example the amount of memory
space needed for protocol implemenmtion on a given host. Another objective
of the performance evaluation is to predict the network characteristics impor
tant from a user's perspective as delay, throughput, etc. The research reponed
in this paper belongs to this category.

Study of implementation methods allowing translation of the protocol models
into program structures.

Very often a hierarchical modeling is possible, a complex system can be decom
posed into subsystems. Each subsystem-can be modeled separately and irs model can be
evaluated independently. The behavior of the entire system can be investigated by com
bining !he previous results.

In recent years a considerable effon has been invested into modeling and analysis of
computer communication protocols. Two approaches to modeling, namely the finite state
automata approach [8] and the simulation language approach [9-12] have been investi
gated in the past. More recently queueing models have been also considered [13,41].
The Petri net models are used. mostly for the specification and validation of protocols
[6,7], but they seem a natural tool for protocol perfonnance analysis [14-16].

The introduction of Petri nets can be traced back to the dissenation of C.A. Petri
[17]. The theory of Petri nets has been further developed and applied to modeling and
analysis of modern computing systems [18-20]. Recent work done on General Net
Theory and related models can be found in [21], and surveys of Petri nets in [14, 15,22].

The capabilities of Petri nets to represent concurrent, conflicting, nondeterministic
and asynchronous events are their most useful properties for modeling of computer com
munication networks. Petri net models are especially suitable to describe the data
exchange aspect of the protocols being modeled. Data exchange is generally represented
as a pan of the certain token exchange in Petri nets. Petri nets can be used [Q model both
the static and the dynamic properties of computer networks. Static properties of networks
are represented by the graph pan of a Petri net. Dynamic propenies of networks can be
de;i....ed fror:::::: the Petti net graph, the initi2..! mad".ing and the firing rules.



However, Perri net models suffer from two severe limitations:

Modeling of a complex system leads to a very inrricate and quite unreadable graph.

Perfonnance evaluation of the obtained model is impractical if the time concept is
not introduced imo the Perri nets.

Petti nets have evolved over the past decade in order to provide a more compact
representation of real systems. The place-coloured nets [23] and the predicate-transition
ners [24,25] have been proposed. In both cases the size of the network representing a real
system has been reduced by increasing the power of the representation. The resulting nets
are more readable_ The validation of communication protocols [6,7] had been carried out
in the framework of these extension nets.

An imponant extension of Perri nets is related to the need to embed in the net model
the time involved in system operations by allowing timed transitions. One of the firSt
effons in this direction is represented by E-nets [26]. The main difference between E
ners and Petri nets is the fonner's introduction of a fixed time delay between enabling
and firing of every transition. Another approach proposed [27,28] is to associate with
each transition a range of :firing time values bounded by a maximum and a minimum
firing time_. There are also stochastic Perri ner models [29-31] in which a random firing
time is associated with each transition.

Time can be introduced. in the net by associating an exponentially disrributed :firing
time to some transitions so that the Petri nets may include both timed and immediate
transitions. Such nets were discussed in reference [14] and applied to the performance
evaluation of multiprocessor systems. There is correspondence between such nets and
continuous time Markov chains, so the evaluation of the systems can be achieved by
classical probabilistic analysis. Recently, the discrete rime stochastic Petri nets [32] were
proposed.

Predicate-transition nets, enhanced with stochastic transition time, are proposed as a
suitable framework for modeling the communication protocols in a computer network.
In order to illustrate this, we have considered some common mechanisms used the three
lower layer protocols for the ISO reference model. In the first section of the paper a
modified predicate-transition net is presented. In the second section, the computer net
work model based. upon the modified predicate-transition nets is analyzed. Finally, the
mapping of the network model into program structure is discussed.

2. Modified Predicate-Transition Nets

The Petti nets used in this paper are a modified version of the Predicate-Transition
Nets and Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets. The elements of the Modified Predicate
Transition Nets are the following:

(1) Token tl'pes
In the modified nets there are three types of tokens.

Type 1 Tokens with no attribute. They are used to represent the synchroni
zation operations among concurrent activities.

Type 2 Tokens with one attribute only. The attribute is an integer which
may represent for example the value of a counter.
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Type 3 Tokens with multiple amibutes. The firSt item in the attribute
record is used to identify the token subtype. Each subtype
represents a different data unit exchanged by the communication
protocols. We recognize the following subtypes: message, packet,
frame, and bit scream. A token representing a message has three
attributes, subtype=m, destination address a, and message length 1.
A token representing a packet has six attributes: subtype=p, the
packet sequence number s, the destination address a (copied from
the message), the packet length 11, the last packer in a message flag
la, and the neighbor to neighbor packet sequence number 51. A
token representing a frame has eight attributes: the subrype=f, the
data link sequence number 52, the packet type (data,ACK, NAK,
res, ref, etc.) and the last five attributes are copied from the packer.
A token conversion process occurs whenever the corresponding
data unit crosses the boundary of a communication layer and it
corresponds to the encapsulation and decapsulation process per
formed by the different prorocollayers.

(2) Places
They are the firSl type of nodes in the graphs. A place is represented by a

circle and has a name consisting of one or more upper-case characters. A
place can contain a finite number of tokens, determined by its capaciry. We
distinguish two types of places: places of the firSt type are used to represent
the queues of interest in the performance evaluation of system and they con
tain Type 3 tokens. Places of the second type are used to represent system
environments.

(3) Transitions
Transitions are the second type of nodes in the graphs. A tranSlUon is

represented by a bar or a rectangle and has a name consisting of one or more
upper-case characters. Nonprime rransitions representing model subnets are
represented graphically as rectangles. This possibility enables top-down
hierarchy structuring and information hiding. A similar structuring method for
distributed software system design has been discussed in [34]. Predicates can
be inscribed on transitions: they specify relations between variables of dif
ferent tokens from the input places of the transitions. It is possible to evaluate
the interesting performance aspects in the modelled system by introducing
"time" into the transitions [14, 33]. There are two types of rransilions: timed
and immediate. An exponentially distributed random time (possibly marking
dependent), denoted by T( ), between enabling and firing of a rransition can be
associted with timed transitions only.

(4) Arcs
Arcs connect transitions and places together. The arcs are labelled with

token variables. Operations can be inscribed on outgoing arcs of transitions.
An operation performs a computation or a change of the attributes carried by
the tokens from the input places, and it forms tokens to be insened into the
output places. In our modified nets multiple arcs between a place and a rransi
tion are allowed, and the number of such arcs may vary from zero to a finite
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value. In the followings we will show that this extension does not change the
property of the predicate-transition nets, but it makes more convenient IO

describe some mechanisms of the protocols. The variable arc is represented
graphically by an aTC crossing a small circle, and has an associated range
expressIOn.

(5) Firing rule
A transition is enabled when there is at least one token in each of its input

places and the predicate associated with the transition is satisfied. If there are
the multiple arcs between the input place and the rransition, then the transition
is enabled when the number of tokens in the input place is at least equal to the
number of arcs and the predicate is satisfied. An immediate rransition fires
immediately after being enabled. 'When the rimed transition is enabled, it fires
after a random enabling time, x. The enabling rime, x, is exponentially distri
buted and it is specified by the T(x) associated with the transition. However,
the firing of a transition is considered to be instantaneous, so the probability of
twO or more transitions firing simultaneously is zerO. The firing of a transition
consists of two steps:

a) removing Ihe tokens (satisfying the predicate) from the input places;

b) adding tokens to the oUEpllt places after performing the operations
specified on the outgoing arcs.

In our model the distribution of the time x associated with a timed transition
depends upon the system environment. The main difference between the nets used in
this paper and the predicate-transition nets are the introduction of time and of variable
arcs (a variable number of arcs may connect a place and a transition, and this number
may range from zero to a finite value).

In our paper the following notations are used: ffi stands for addition modulo the
size of the sequence number. [x,y] denotes the sel of integers from x to y, including the
lower and the upper bound while (x,y] excludes x and [x,y) excludes y. Due to the
modulo operation, it is possible that the set of sequence numbers of the messages to be
sent (received) might not be in the number value order. For example when the size of the
sequence number of the frame M 2 = 8 (three bits are used for the frame sequence
number), the following frames may be in the sender's window: 6, 7, 0, 1. To illustrate
the sequence relation, the symbol ~ is used. In the example above, we can say 6 ~ 1,7
~ 0, 6 ~ 7, etc. I{}l denotes the cardinality of a set. For example, I{a, e, d}1 is equal to
3. In addition, the relations between the element and the set are often used in the predi
cates. If a element is contained by a set, this relation is denoted by E, on the contrary, by
~ . For instance, we can say 3 E [1,4) and 4 ~ [1,4).

In our model nets, we often use a place representing a counter as an environment
state variable in order to control the probability of firing a transition. Such values are
presented in the predicates as individual token attributes. From the reference [14], we
know the bounded place marking can be tested. The value of the counter or the set ele
ment in the model can also be tested and changed, including testing for zero.

The variable-arc nets are useful to model the network protocols, for instance to
model the fragmentation of a message of a given length or to model the operation of mul
tiple elements of an entry (queue, set, etc.).
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The correspondence between a variable-arc net and a predicate transition net will be
discussed in connection with two examples used to model mechanisms of a network laver
protocol and of a data link layer protocol.

Example (1). The Fragmentation Mechanism . The network layer breaks up a
message into several packets. Two models of this fragmentation mechanisms are
presented in Figure 1. In Figure L(a) a variable-arc net is used to describe the mechan
ism. X represents the arc variable. It is assumed that the maximum length of a packer is
128 bits and the maximum message length is 384 bits hence X varies in the range 1 [Q 3.

The following transitions occur in OUT model:

US is a transition representing the arrival of a message from a user. Messages arrive
according to a Poisson distribution with average arrival rate A .

FR is a transition representing the fragmentation process. This transition fires only
once, when the message is received, hence the :fi..~g condition for transition FR
is: (jn=O)AND(O<i$.348). \Vhen ir fires, a number X of packet rokens are
created and deposited in place PS. X depends upon the actual message length, , .

SEN is a O'ansition representing the sending of the next sequential packet to the output
queueCplace OUT).

We now focus our attention upon the places present in our variable-arc net and upon
the attributes of each type of token allowed in any given place.

SQ is a place containing tokens that represent messages, and have three amibutes:
m : token subtype (message) ;
a : desrination address;
1 : message length.

PS is a place containing tokens that represent packets. Such a token has fo.ur attri
butes:

p : token subtype (packet);
a : destination address (copied from the message);
II : packet length;
1a : last packet in a message flag, used in reassembly.

A variable arc connects the rransition FR to the place PS. Consequenrly a variable
number of packet tokens are deposited in place PS when the transition FR fires.

S is a place containing tokens representing the sequence number counter. s. \Vhen
ever the transition SEN :fires, this counter is incremented modulo Mo.

FN is a place containing the counter fn of packets left in place PS. When the transi
tion FR fires, the value is set to X, the number of packets created from the incom
ing message. Whenever the transition SEN fires, the value is decreased by one.

An ~uivalent model for the same mechanism is presented in Figure L(b) but a
predicate-transition net is used instead of a variable-arc net. The complexity of this
model is considerably increased. Instead of a single transition FR now we have the set of
FRj ,i=1,2,3 . The predicate associated with FR is the combination of all predicates asso
ciated with FRj •

Exampie (2). The Frame Reject Mech<lnism. In a data link layer prmocol the
receiver of a frame with sequence number i, may infonn the sender that it does not wanr
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to accept the frame, by sending a reject command, <nak,i>. A Go-back-N continuous
ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) [42] technique for error canrrol is used in OUI exam
ple.

In our model, when a token representing a reject command is received, all tokens
representing frames in the sender's window and with a sequence number succeeding the
rejected. frame are deleted from the rime out queue, place TQ, in Figure 2. The possibil
ity that there is no token to be deleted, because rerransmission has already been per
formed. (e.g. the time-out has occurred) is also taken into account in our model.

The places and the associated rokens have the following meaning:

S1 is a place associred with a counter representing the sequence number of the frame.
Its current value is denoted by sl.

PR is a place holding the reject loken, "associated with the receiving of a reject com
mand. Such a token has twO attributes:

nak : token subtype;
i : the sequence number of the rejected frame.

TQ is a place holding tokens with twO atnibures:
x : the sequence number of the frame registered.
t : the rime-out associated with frame x (omitted here).

RS is a place representing the retransmission conrrol set which COntains the sequence
number of the frames that will be rerransmined.

The number of arcs from the place TQ to the transition TR is variable from zero to a
finite integer as shown in Figure 2.(a), depending upon the number of tokens contained
by the place TQ.

The equivalent model without the zero changeable arc is presented in Figure 2.(b).'
The transition TR2 occurs for all frames with a sequence number x in the range [i,s1), and
as a result, the corresponding retransmission frame tokens are deleted from the place TQ.
The variable arcs from the place TQ to the transition TR2 and those from the transition
TR2 to the place RS both are changeable from one to a finite number. The arcs connect
ing the place TQ and the rransition Th l represent the testing for place TQ, including pos
sibly zero testing, i.e., testing whether there is any token in place TQ. The enabling con
dition for the transition TR1 is the opposite condition as the one for the rransition Th2,

and the firing of TR1 has no effect upon the the place RS, where tokens representing
frames waiting to be retransmined are deposited.

3. The Computer Network System Model

The Reference Model of Open Systems Interconnection (aS!) has seven layers.
The syntax, the semantics and the timing associted with the communication between peer
entities, located at the same layer, on different systems are collectively called protocols.
Each communication layer has a different function hence the protocols for different
layers are different. Nevertheless, some of the protocol primitive functions can be
identified in more than one layer. A non exhaustive list of such functions contains frag
mentation and reassembly, encapsulation, connection control, flow control, error conlrol,
synchronization, sequencing, etc.
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This paper is focused upon the first three layers of the OS1 Model, the Network
Layer, the Data Link Layer and the Physical Layer. The methods developed can be
extended to cover the protocols for other layers. In the network model shown in Figure
3, the concept of using non-prime rransirion for modeling of the functions related to dif
ferent network layers is illustrated. This shows that the modeling technique based upon
modified predicate rransition nets, presented in this paper, is capable to take advantage of
hierarchical modeling concepts and a [op~down modeling approach is possible.

The communication between two transport layer entities, each with multiple data
link connections is illustrated in our example. Since processes within layers operate
asynchronously, queues 3r layer interfaces are a necessary pan of the network model.
Each layer protocol entity has associted with it four queues: a send and a receive queue to
(from) the upper layer, and a corresponding pair connecting to the next lower layer. A
protocol entity is represenred as a non-prime transition, e.g the network layer entity is
represented by the Fragmentation, Reassembly, Routing, Buffering, Congestion non
prime rransition which will be examined in more detail in the next section. A queue is
represented as a place, e.g. SQj, RQj, FQi' EQi, LQj, IQ;. It is assumed that the tran
sport entities generate messages according to a Poisson distribution T( I.. ) with mean
arrival rate I... The distribution of the message length is reflected in the length ataibute
of the message token. The ITansitions US j , UR j represent the sending and the receiving
of messages to and from the rransport entity.

In our model, the communication between the protocol entities, (peer-to-peer), may
be full-duplex. Only the data transition phases are investigated, modeling of connection
set-up and of connection termination process have been investigated elsewhere [3,6,7]
and will be omitted here. Nevertheless ~eir effect on the performance of the system will
be taken into account by considering the firing time of the corresponding transitions.

3.1. Layer 3: Network Layer

In Figure 4. we describe the network layer model using non-prime transitions. Each
non-prime transition represents a mechanism of the protocol and it can be extended as a
subnet.

3.1.1. Fragmentation and Reassembly

The Fragmentation and its corresponding Reassembly model are presented in Figure
4. The Fragmentation model has been discussed earlier, in Example l, and we focus our
attention on the Reassembly model, namely how several packets are put together into a
message to be delivered to the upper layer. In case of Reassembly, transition REC
corresponds 10 the receiving of a packet, and it fires whenever a token is placed in the
input place ill and the receiver counter value r equal to s, the sequence number of the
packet received. This keeps the receiving packets in sending order.

The following places are presented in our model:

R is a place related 1O the sequence number of the next packet expected. The current
value of this counter is denoted by r. Whenever the transition REC fires, the
value r is incremented modulo Mo.

PR is a place containing tokens which represent packets. It is the correspondent of the
place PS in the fragmentation model. It contains tokens with four attribures
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,
which have been described in Example (1). 'When the last packet arrives, i.e.,
when a token with 1a = 1 arrives at the place PR, then the transition RE fires.
After firing, all tokens are removed from the place PR and a token of subtype
message is put in the place RQ.

RQ is a place containing tokens which represent received messages, hence it is asso
cited with the received message queue. It is the correspondent of the place SQ,
the sent message queue, from Example (1) and contains tokens with identical
attributes.

3.1.2. Routing

Routing is an imponant function of the network layer of any packet switched net
work. Different routing strategies ranging from fixed to adaptive routing are used in
existing communication networks. In case of adaptive rouring the updates can be
periodic, or lhey can be rriggered by major load or topology changes in the network. The
selection of a route is based upon a certain performance criterion as delay, cost,
throughput. The rouring decision can be made using local information only, infonnation
from adjacent nodes, or from all nodes of the network. The routing decision can be made
for each packet individually in case of a datagram type of service or it can be made only
once, when a virtual circuit is established. The rouring decision can be made by each
node (disuibuted routing), by a cenrral node (centralized routing), or by the originating
node (source routing).

A distributed adaptive routing mechanism with updated triggered by major changes,
for a packet switched network operating internally as a datagram is embedded in the net
work model presented in Figure 4. The routing table RB is represented by a place and it
is updated at random time intervals, v, associated with firing of the transition RDU. The
routing table has N entries, one for each node of the network. Each entry consists of two
items, the destination node id and the the output line or the next node to which the packet
is to be delivered. Update vectors are received periodically by each node from irs neigh
bors. Each update vector COntains entries with the same format. The places RB and NRB
contain tokens with two atoibutes: x and y as described above. The arc label N indicates
that there are N arcs. Functions f 1 and f 2 represent the updates for an entry in the rout
ing table.

The routing table is used for every packet to decide which is the optimal route, and
then the token associ.ated with the packet is passed to the proper Buffering and Conges
tion control mechanism.

3.1.3. Store and Forward Buffering and Congestion Control

Long haul computer communication networks, and the interconnection networks,
the catanets, are multi-hop networks, operating in a store and fOI\\'ard manner. The inter
mediate nodes buffer messages, route them, and then free the buffers only when the ack
nowledgements for the buffered messages are received. Clearly, the buffer space is a
critical resource of an intermediate node whether this is an IMP (Intermediate Message
Processor) or a gateway processor. \Vhenever such a node runs out of buffer space it
starts discharging incoming packets and this may trigger a chain reaction affecting an
entire region of the network. The problem of buffer management is closely related to the
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mechanisms for traffic control in a packet switched network. The traffic control problem
has multiple aspects namely the flow control, the congestion control and the avoidance of
deadlocks. The flow control is used to regulate the traffic between two different points.
The congestion control has the objective to maintain the number of packets within the
network or within a region of the network below some critical values.

A rather simple congestion control mechanism is modeled in the graph presented in
Figure 5. An intermediate node maintains a low waler mark, M/ and a high waler mark,
Mh . Whenever the amount of used buffers reaches Mil ' the node informs its neighbors
that it v,till no longer accept any messages by sending a <ref>, REFUSE control packet.
\\Then the amount of used buffer space decreases below M1 , then the node becomes
friendly again, sends to its neighbors a <res>, RESUME control packet and starts accept
mg messages.

We focus our attention upon the congestion control mechanism sketched above. In
order to simplify the graph (Figure 5), we consider only one host and one neighbor node
connected to the node under examination. Some attributes of the tokens representing
packets are omined in the graph, for example the attributes 11, la, s, are not represl:':nred
though the tokens contain them.

The flow of the tokens representing packets is as follows: tokens are deposited by
the data link: entity in the place EQ. Depending upon the type of the packet, different
transitions take place. For example the arrival of data packets triggers the transition Tl2
and depending upon the destination address, the tokens representing packets for the local
host trigger transition T13 and end up in place IN while the tokens for the other hosts
nigger transition T14, are transmined to the place OUT and go through the routing
mechanism previously described.

The places and attributes of the tokens they contain are:

S1 is a place representing a coumer, namely the sequence number of the next packet
to be sent on the outgoing link. Its current value is denoted by s1. Note that
there is no need to represent the place S, [he end-to-end packet sequence
number.

BUF is a place representing the store and forward buffer. It contains tokens of sub
type packet, with six artribures. In addition to sl the remaining five attributes are
p, a, 11, la and s are as in the case of tokens in Place OUT of Example (1).

Be is a counter of the number of buffers in use, it reflecrs the occupancy of BUF.
Its current value is be. Il is incremented when a new packet arrives and buffer
space is allocated to ir and it is decrememed when the buffer space is released. It
has a maximum capaciry, M.

P6 is a place where tokens representing data packets are deposired.

The transitions shown in Figure 5 are described in the followings:

T2 occurs when an explicir aCknowledgment for packet i, <ack,i> is received. Then
the buffer holding packet i is released and a token is removed from the place
BUF.

T3 occurs when a negative acknowledgment for packet j, <nakj> is received. Then
the proper token is first removed, then put back in the place BUF through the
self-loop arc. In addition, when n fires a token is put in the place P3 which
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contains tokens representing packers to be retransmined.

T4 occurs when the high waler mark, Mh is reached and the currem node sends a
<reb, REFUSE control packet to its neighbors.

T5 occurs when the low water mark, M[ is reached and the current node sends a
<res>, RESUME control packel.

T6 if the final destination of a packet is a host connected ro the immediate neighbor
of the current node, the buffering of the packet is not under the canlTol of the
congestion mechanism and the rransirion is T6 enabled. The predicate (02=a) is
true when the immediate neighbor condition is satisfied.

T7 the enabling condition of this transition is the opposite of the enabling condition
for transition T6.

T8 occurs when the current node receives a <ref>, REFUSE control packet from its
neighbors. It shows the action of congestion canuol. In this case the transition
17 cannot fire until T9 fires (a <res> control packet is received).

T9 occurs when a <res>, RESUME control packet is received from its neighbor.

TIl occurs whenever a packet is sent on the output line. The predicate associated
with this transition represents its firing condition, where LINE is related to the
Buffering and Congestion address on the output line detemrined after checking
the routing table.

3.2. Layer 2: Data Link Layer

A model of the Data Link Layer is presented in Figure 6. A sliding window flow
control mechanism coupled with a GO-Back-N, continuous ARQ, error control mechan
ism are embedded into our model. The set of the frame sequence numbers has a size M 2 .
The sender's window is denoted by Ws and the receiver's window by Wy • Acknowledg
ments are sent in separate frames and an <ack,i> means that frame i and all frames
preceding it are acknowledged. <nak,j> requires that frame j and all succeeding frames in
the sender's window be retransmitted.

As the tokens travel across layers boundaries new attributes are added (deleted) to
(from) them. TIris process corresponds to the encapsulation (decapsulation) when data
units cross from one protocol layer to another. Header information is added when the
data units flow from higher to lower layers and ir is removed and interpreted for the
opposite direction of the flow.

In our model all tokens contained by the place FQ represent packets and they v.'ill
be convened into tokens of subtype frame. In addition to the original attributes, two new
attributes are added to each loken in the place FQ: subtype attribute f and the data link
sequence number s2. This is performed by the transition TIl in Figure 6. In order to
simplify the arcs labelling the token attributes not used by the current layer are omitted in
the graph.

In the graph represented in Figure 6 the following places can be recognized:

S2 is a place representing the data link sequence number of the next packet to be
sent. Its the current value is s2.
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R is a place representing a counter associated with the lower limit of the sender's
window. Its value is updated every time an acknowledgment is received. Current
value is denoted by r.

RS is a place which contains the set of the sequence numbers of the packets to be
retransmitted. The element variable is denoted by I and the set variable by rs.

RC is a place containing the data link sequence number of the next packer to be
received, the current value is denoted. by rc. After receiving the packet which it
is awaiting, this lower limit of the receiver's window is updated.

PC the set of the frames which are within the receiver's window, the frame
sequence number is in the range, (rc, rc EEl "',), excluding the duplicate ele
ments.

RTQ is a place associated with the frame retransmission queue. \Vhen sending a
frame (including rerransmission), a token of subtype frame is put in this place;
when an acknowledgement is received, the proper tokens are removed from this
place.

TQ is a place associated with the time am queue. It contains tokens with twO arni
butes:

x--the frame sequence number;
tv -- the time Out associated with frame x.

The transitions present in our graph are:

T21 it represents sending frames. When a token from the higher layer arrives at the
place FQ and the predicate is satisfied, since s2 is in the sender's window, (s2 E

[r,rEf} "'s))' and there is no retransmission occurrence (rs=0), then transition
T21 can fire. After firing, the token representing a frame is delivered to the
lower layer and to the retransmission queue RTQ. In the same time a token of
ime OUt subtype is put in time out queue TQ and then s2 is incremented
(s2=s26 1 (modulo M 2))'

T22 it represents frame retransmission. When there is requirement for retTansrnis
sion, i.e., rs¢0, the transition 1'22 can fire. After firing, the action is similar with
the transition 1'21. The difference is that the value s2 is not changed and the
proper sequence number is removed from the place RS.

1'23 After receiving an acknowledgement token <ack,i>, this transition can fire. The
proper elements of the queue RTQ and TQ and me set RS are canceled if the
sequence numbers of these elements are ~ i (including i), and the value of r is
modified, r=i E!l I (modulo M 2)'

T24 After occurrence of a time out, all elements of the queue TQ are removed and
the tokens are put in the place RS.

T25 After receiving a <nakj> token, this transition can fire. The action is like that of
the transition T24.

Tt It represents time out. Every tv units of time this transition can fire if there is
any token < x, tv > in the queue TQ.

T26 When receiving a frame in error, a <nak, a> is sem if the frame sequence
number is rc=a.
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T27 'When receiving an error-free frame with the sequence number rc=b, an ack
nowledgement token <ack,b> is sent. Then rc is increased (rc = hE9 1 (modulo
M0) and the tokens representing frames with sequence numbers in the range
[b,h] are removed from the place PC, if any. After this transition fires, the tran
sition T30 is enabled.

T28 It represents the receiving of error-free frames which are in the range of
receiver's window, but which are duplicated frames. After firing, this transition
putS the frame token into the place P8 and the sequence number into the place
Pc.

T29 It represents the discard of other frames including the duplicated ones.

T30 It delivers the frames to the higher layer in sending order. After firing, it puts
the frame in the place EQ, i.e., it removes the two attributes of the token, which
were added when this token entered the data link layer at the sender's site.

3.3. Layer 1 : Physical Layer

The physical layer of a compmer communication architecture is concerned with the
rransmission of srreams of raw data bits over a communication channel. Vole model a
time division multiplexing scheme with n slots so that n streams of data can be
exchanged through the same channel. All slots are of the same length (expressed in
number of bits). The fact that the slots may not be fully occupied is reflected into the
time function of the timed transition which represents the physical propagation of data.
We assume a full duplex communication and we use twO queues to model the two propa·
gation directions on the medium. Each is a FIFO queue with n slots and it can be
described by Petri nets as in Figure 7. This subnet is replaced by the places LQ and IQ at
a higher level as shown in Figures 3 and 6 respectively. Such a subnet is fully described
in reference [7].

The places and tokens which are allowed to vist them have the following meaning:

Pf It contains tokens which represent occupied (full) slots. Such tokens have two
attributes: the first one is the subtype of stream contained by the slot and the
second one is the slot number.

Pe It contains mkens which represent empty slots. These tokens have only one attri
bute, the slot number.

The place Pq and Pr contain separately the receiving and sending streams.

The transition Ts and Tr constinlle the interface of the queue. Ts can fire, if the first
slot is empty, i.e., Pe contains the token 1 and a stream presents in Pq. After this transi
tion fires, the first slot is removed from Pe and is put in Pf with attributes <m,1>. Con
versely, Tr can fire, if the last(nth) slot is contained by Pf. After it fires, the last slot is
removed from Pf and is put in Pe with one attribute n.

The transition Tp stands for the progression of srrearn from one slot to the following
one. \Vhenever place Pe contains a token p, i.e., the slot p is empty, and the place Pf
contains a token of stream subtype c which slot number is p-l, the transition is enabled
and waiting a random time b*l, it can fire. Then the srream of subtype c is put in the slot
p, and the slot p~l becomes empty, ie., the token p·l is put in Pe. The random time
b*l(l: the stream length) denotes the the delaying time of a slot transmission.
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The transition Td stands for stream loss during transmission. Every random time w
period the transition can fire if the transmission medium is not idle. When it fires, it sim
ply discards a stream of subtype i and puts the slot occupied by the stream into the place
Pe.

The transition Te stands for corruption of stream during transmission. Every a ran
dom time u period, a token of subtype e(error) may substitute for a stream of subtype x in
the slot y.

4. Translation of Protocol Models into Simulation Programs

The models of the communication protocols developed in the previous section can
be translated into simulation programs. The target language can be any programming
language which supports concurrent processing. We have selected ASPOL since i[ is a
process oriented simulation language which in addition to concurrent processing provides
an adequate suppon for simulation conSlrucrs.

The mapping of Petri netS and of extended Petri nets inlO programming Slructures
has been investigated in the literature [35-37]. In case of Petri nets a process can be, asso
ciated with a connected subnet in which every transition has at most one input arc and
one output arc from (to) any input (output) place. Other methods have been proposed
recently, [38-40J. However the method used in this paper is conceprually different, and
easier to use. It partitions the set of all places into two disjoint classes and associates with
one class synchronization primitives and with the second one processes. Vie recognize
different types of tokens and we associate with each of them a different type of process.

Two types of places can be distinguished in our previous models which are based
upon modified predicate transition nets:

a. Type e places. They may contain Type 1 or Type 2 tokens which are associated with
predicates that decide upon the opponunity of firing a transaction. The correspon
dent of such places in our simulation slructures are primitives to control the syn
chronization between the processes executing concurrently in the simulation pro
grams.

b. Type m places. They may contain only Type 3 tokens which are associated with the
transmission units exchanged by the corresponding protocols. For example. in the
data link protocol, the basic transmission units are data frames, acknowledgment,
negative acknowledgment frames. In our model they are represented by different
subtypes of Type 3 tokens. In the network layer there are: data packets and dif
ferent types of concrol packets. In this section, unless it is explicitly stated other
wise, all tokens are assumed to be Type 3 tokens. Each different loken subtype will
be associated with a process type. The number of concurrent processes of a given
type equals the number of tokens of the corresponding subtype. A process will in
fact describe the the migration of that panicular token through all the places i[ visits
in the system.

Each entity at a given network layer can be conceived as consisting of two basic agents,
the sender and the receiver, and in some cases of additional auxiliary components. Each
component will be mapped into a different process. The activities of the two primary
agents consists of: interfacing with the immediate upper neighboring layer, the specific
processing associated with the current layer and interfacing with the immediate lower
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laver. Both handle the same type of transmission units (frames, packets, etc.) but they
are concerned with the flow of transmission units in different directions. For example in
case of the network layer we recognize a packet sending and a packet receiving process
and in addition a packet retransmission process and a rouring table update process which
for the sake of simplicity will be omitted in our discussion.

To illustrate the translation technique from the modified predicate transition net
model to the simulation program, we present in Figure 8, the basic types of processes, the
packet sending, packet receiving and packet retransmission. Each Smlcture identifies the
range of the corresponding process activities and the path followed by the respective
token type. A type m place is associated with a sequential code in the corresponding pro
cess. When a process (remember that a process is associated with a Type 3 token) visits
such a place the program counter is position to execute the next sequence of instructions.
The firing of a rransition determines the execution of the next sequential code section,
Whether the transition can fire or not, this depends upon the predicate associated with the
transition, if any. IT a predicate is associated with the transition then it should be checked
according to the label variables of the input arcs associated with the transition. Then the
sequential code is executed. Usually it will compme some environment variables and
modify some attributes of tokens, These operations are shown by the labels of the output
arcs associated with that transition.

In ASPOL, a process description specifies the behavior of a type of processes and
defines variables and events unique to each process of that type. Each process is a panic
ular and independent instance of a execution of a process description.

In Appendix, we give three process descriptions of packet type, which were wrinen
in ASPOL. The sendp (send packet) process executes first the operations associated with
transition TIl from Fig.5. These operations are: routing table lookup to detennine the
output line and checking the availability of that line, by evaluating the predicate associ
ated with TIL If the predicate which is related to buffer occupanc), on the selected Out

put line is not satisfied, the process waits until the predicate becomes true. If the predi
cate is true, then the transition fires and it triggers the execution of subsequent opera
tions: computation of the sequence number and the buffer counter, addition of the packet
sequence number into token attribute record, creation of a retrap (rerransmit packet) pro
cess, and decision whether to create a sref (sending refuse) process. The place P3 is a
decision place because it has multiple output arcs. The program branchs at this place
according to the attribute value of the destination address. If the predicate associated
with the transition 17 is satisfied and the variable P4 is held, i.e., the refuse command is
not received, the only operation associated the transition 17 (including T6) is to hold the
process for a random time interval,! If P4 is empty, i.e., the refuse command has been
received, the process waitS until the receiving resume process wakes 'it up. Finally, the
process arrives at the place FQ, it is substituted for a sending frame process, send! The
retrap process and the recep (receive packet) process are simpler and their description
will be left as an exercise for the reader. The creation, termination and synchronization
of processes will be discussed later.

The Type m places are in turn classified into three groups:

a) Places which accept as input tokens of two or more different subtypes. In the graph,
such places are nodes with two or more input arcs labelled with token variables of
different subtypes. For example places P3 and FQ in Figure 5 belong ro this group.
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Tokens of two differenr subtypes are also in place P3 since a retransmitted packet is
specially identified. Place FQ comains different types of tokens corresponding to,
ref, res, ack, nack control packets and the data packet, p. This indicates that dif
ferent type of processes may execute the same operations in steps to follow. At
these places, we may combine such processes into a new process, since they execute
the same sequence of operations and this reduces the complexity of our simulation
programs.

b) Places which allow as output two or more different subtypes of tokens. In the
graph, there are two or more output arcs emerging from such a node, labelled with
roken variables of different subtype. The places EQ in Figure 5 and IQ in Figure 6
are examples. These places are decision nodes of the programs. Tne tokens of dif
ferent subtypes contained by the place can cause that the different transitions are
executed. At these places, it is possible to substitute several types of process for the
original one.

c) Places where no transformation of the process rype can occur.

The transitions associated with process creation and termination are of special con
cern for the generation of simulation programs from modified predicale rransition nets
models. The following types of transitions can be recognized:

Fork The cransitions for which the number of output arcs (labelled by token vari
ables of type 3, the following is the same denoration) is larger than that of input
ones correspond to a fork operation. For example, referring to Figure 5., the
transition TIl corresponds to a fork operation. When this transition fires, some
new processes are created. The number of the new processes created is the
difference between the number of oUlput and input arcs. The transition T3 is
another example. VVhenever T3 is executed, the packer process is created
while the original one still exists.

Join The transitions with more input arcs than output arcs correspond to a join
operation. When such a transition fires, some processes terminate their execu
tion. The number of terminating processes is the difference between the
number of input and output arcs. For instance, whenever the transition 1'2 is
executed, the receiving ack process and the certain retransmitting frame pro
cess are terminated.

Synchronization among processes is represented by transitions to or from places of
Type e. If a transition is associated with a predicate concerning with the attributes of
tokens of type 2 contained by its input places or if a input place of a transition can con
tain a token of type 1, generally we can identify a synchronization topology. For example
referring to Figure 5, the input place P4 of transition 17 can contain a Type 1 token. This
is not true for transition T6 since the predicate associated with it contains only Type 3
tokens. For transition TIl the predicate is concerned in the value of token bc contained
by the place Be. When a process executes such a transition, it should decide whether it
waits or not. If the predicate is not satisfied the process wailS, else it continues.

If a transition is associated with updating Type 1 or Type 2 token variables then one
may identify a synchronization topology. In Figure 6, the place R connects the transition
T21 and 1'23. When a process executes the transition 123, the process would like to

update the token variable r contained by the place R. It is possible this process wakes-up
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other processes which wait to execute transition T21. In Figure 5, the place P4 connects
the transitions n and T8. There is synchronization between the sending packet process
and the receiving packet process, because the receiving ref process would like to remove
the token contained by the place P4.

Most of the synchronization problems can be treated in the framework of Perri nets
or modified Petri nets. As two examples in last paragraph, the fanner is a classical
producer-consumer synchronization, the latter is a mutual exclusion problem.

5. Conclusion

A significant pan of the perfonnance analysis of a computer communication archi
tecture is related to the modeling of communication protocols supported by the architec
ture. The communication architecture investigated in this paper is based upon the OS1 _
Reference Model. Queuing models and analytical methods [41] have been used for this
purpose.

In this paper we take a different approach. We define modified predicate transition
nets and use them to model the mechanisms built into differem protocols. \Vhile Perri
nets have been used in the past to prove the correcmess of protocols, by introducing the
time concept and the variable arc concept, we are able to use modified predicate transi
tion nets for the performance analysis of communication protocols. A twO step approach
is presented, first we built the graphs which model the protocol behavior and then we
translate these graphs into simulation programs.

Since our models can include non-prime transitions we are capable to represent
inuicate communication mechanisms using simpler ones as building blocks. Using this
hierarchical modeling approach we model first mechanisms like frame rejection, dara
link: flow control, fragmentation and reassembly, etc., then we model the function of an
entire layer, for example the network and the data link layers.

We believe that the modified predicate transition nets can be successfully used as a
framework for the study of communication protocols and that they can be applied to the
performance evaluation, specification, validation and implementation phases.
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Appendix: Examples of Program Structures

sim net; comment simulation program of the network;

integer sl(line);
integer bc(line);
integer pl(line);
integer p2(line);
integer p4(line);
integer ad(nod,line);
integer rtq(line,rnl);

end block;
endmacroj

def (norl=5); comment number of the node;
def (line=4)j comment maximum line number ~ith a node;
def (011=16); comment modulo of packet sequence number;
def (01=10); comment huITeT maximum capacit~·;

def (01h=8); comment buffer high 'water mark;
event QntOine); comment event set of output queue;
event con(line); comment congeslion semaphore;
event rq(ml); comment event set of retransmission queue;
macro em; comment defining a referencing block's;

block com; comment defining a storage space shared;
integer rb(nod,nod,2); comment ronting table, each row contains

destination and line Dumber;
comment counter of packet sequence number;
comment buffer capacit}, counler;
comment sending ref control flag;
comment sending res control flag;
comment receiving ref control flag;
comment post neighbor table;
comment retransmission state \'ariable;

end simj

comment the meaning of the following arguments in processes
a: destination address, sou: source address,
s: sequence number of packet(end-to-end),
slU) or ssl: sequence number of packet(point-lo-point),
j: the number of output line;

comment send packet process description;

process sendp(a,s,sou);
integer i,j,a,s,sou,tlj
cm; comment introducing the common data space;

comment checking the routing table to decide output line;
i=Oj
while(i.U.nod)do

begin
if(rb(sou,i,l).eq.a)lhen

goto gi
i=i+lj

end;
g: j=rb(sou,i,2);
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comment deciding whether or Dot buffer is full;
if(bcG).ge.m)then

queue(out(j»;

comment computing the counters;
slG)=mod(ml,slG)+1);
bcU)=bcU)+l;

comment deciding whether to create sref process;
if(bc(j).eq.mh)then

if(plG).eq.l)then
begin

plU)=O; p2U)=1;
initiate srer(sou,j);

end;

comment creating retrap process;
initiate retrap(a,s,sIG),souJ);

comment deciding congestion;
if(a .ne.ad(sou,j»then

if(p4(j).ne.l)then
queue(conU»;

comment delaying time of interface and connection;
hold(random(1.,5.)* .001);

comment substituting send frame process for this onej
t1=1; comment setting frame type;
initiate sendf(t1,a,s.sI(j),soU,j)i

end process;

comment retransmit packet process description;

process retrap(a,s,ssl,sou,j)j
integer a,s,ssl,sou,j,t1;
cmj comment introducing the common data space;

comment waiting for being wokej
queue(rq(ssl+l»j

comment deciding whether ack or oak has been received;
if(rtqG,ssl).eq.l)then gota Vj

comment creating retransmit packet process;
initiate retrap(a.s,ssl,sou,j)j

comment the following is same \\ith that of sendp process;
if(a.ne.ad(souJ))then

if(p4(j).ne.1)tben
queue(con(j»i

hold(random(1.,5.)* .001)j
t1=li
initiate sendp(tl,a,s,ssl,sou,j);

v: Tlq(j,ssl)=O;

end process;

comment reset the ack flag;
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comment recei\'e packet process;

process recep(a,s,ssl,sou,j,me);
integer a,s,ssl,sou,j,mei
em; comment introducing tbe common data space;

comment creating sending ack process;
initiate sack(ssl,sou,j);
b01 d(ran dom(0.,3.)'".001);

comment deciding whether the packet is mine;
if(a.ne.me)then

initiate sendf(a.s.sou);
else initiate recem(s,sou);

end process;

comment delivering itj
comment receiving it;
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